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facts   and   not—as   scientific myth  interpretation  often
asserts—to phases of the moon and other planetary events.
And because it is pre-eminently a question of unconscious
processes, we have, scientifically, the   greatest possible
difficulty so far to extricate ourselves from the language
of metaphor, as at least to attain the level of the figurative
speech of other sciences.   Veneration for tine great natural
mysteries, which religious language endeavours to express
in symbols consecrated by their  antiquity,  significance,
and beauty, will suffer no injury from the extension of
psychology upon this terrain, to which science has hitherto
found no access.   We only shift the symbols back a little,
thus shedding light upon a portion of their realm, but
without embracing the error that by so doing we have
created anything more than a new symbol for that same
enigma which confronted all the ages before  us*     Our
science is also a language of metaphor, but from  the
practical  standpoint   it   succeeds   better   than   the   old
mythological hypothesis, which expresses itself by concrete
presentations, instead of, as we do, by conceptions.
 5.	The soul " through its being a creature first made God, so
that formerly, until the soul was made something, there was none
(God).   A little while since I declared' that God is God, of whom I
am a cause.1   That God is, He hath from the soul:   that He is
Godhead, hath He from Himself/'    (Biittner, vol. i, p. 198)
 6.	" But God also becometh and passeth away.11    (Buttner,
vol. i, p. 147)
 7.	" Because  all creatures  proclaim  Him,   God  becometh,
While I still abode in the ground and bottom of the Godhead, in
its flood and source, no man questioned me, whither I went or
what I did:   none was there who could have questioned me.
In the moment I flowed forth all creatures proclaimed God,—
And why speak they not of the Godhead ?•—All that is in the
Godhead, is One, and nothing can one say of it.    Only God doeth
something;  the Godhead doeth nothing, it hath nothing to do,
and never hath it looked about for aught to do,   God and God-
head are different as doing and doing nothing," . . ,    " When I
again come home into God, I make nothing more in myself; so
this my'breaking-through is much more excellent than my first

